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forewordforeword
“Work finally begins when the fear of doing nothing 

exceeds the fear of doing it badly.” 
- Alain de Botton

I started drawing comics when I was in college, around the age of 20. I had always 
considered myself a writer, not an artist, but I took a foundation year art class 
while in graduate school so that I would be able to better understand the art 
side of comics, which I was writing about for my M.A. thesis. 

by that time I had been a heavily contributing member of an amateur press 
association called APA Centauri for over 5 years. APAs were sort of clubs for 
people who made zines; they would send enough copies of their zine (plus money 
for postage) to a “central mailer” who would assemble them into a larger bundle 
and then send them back out to the membership. APAs were born in the early days 
of science fiction fandom, and by the time the 70s and 80s rolled around, there 
were over a hundred of them in operation around the world, focused on a wide 
range of topics.

apa centauri started its life as a comics-focused apa but evolved into a general 
interest one. nevertheless it had several alumni who went on to work in the 
comics business, most notably the artist kyle baker, IDW/Library of american 
comics editor bruce canwell, artist john dennis, and my friend jason sacks, who 
was kind enough to write the introduction for this book. bruce’s friend lee weeks 
(with whom he collaborated on a batman one-shot for dc) was also a member of 
the apa briefly but had to drop out after getting his first big gig with marvel.

All of these people and others inspired me to try drawing comics for myself, and 
turned me on to a variety of great artists from throughout the history of the 
artform. in return I subjected them to some truly awful early experiments, and 
they responded with encouragement and feedback. I try to follow their example 
today.

because of this background in zines and perhaps from growing up in the 80s when 
so many people were publishing their own comics to varying degrees of success, 
I always preferred to publish myself. I enjoy making the original pages but I also 
enjoy designing books, assembling signatures of copies and binding, experimenting 
with formats, and so on. as you will see, this can make for some challenges when 
you try to collect the various formats in one place, but I think it has turned out 
well.

when I realized last year that I was approaching a 25-year milestone, I decided 
to create a collection like this but I did not fancy doing all of the copying and 
binding this time. in many ways, the story of my comics career is the story of the 
technology that I have used to create them, from analog tools and photocopiers 
at kinko’s to a digital workflow and print on demand. 
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I used to see guys at conventions who had almost certainly gone deep into debt 
in order to publish a single issue of an independent comic book. Back then, if you 
wanted to do that, you pretty much had to go to an offset printer and have them 
crank out a large quantity of copies; even if you could only ever sell 100, you 
might have had to order 500 or 1000.

I always believed, and still do, that it was best to keep production costs as low as 
possible, if only to avoid the depressing prospect of maxed-out credit cards and 
boxes of unsold comics. thankfully, the one-two punch of the internet and print 
on demand have given cartoonists ways to reach readers inexpensively that even 
scott mccloud could not have predicted.

which brings us to today. my project for this year was to bring some of my 
favourite older material back into print so that I can distribute it to stores, 
sell it online, and keep a small inventory for comic shows. as I write this, I 
have already published two collections of plays and a collection of a recent 
webcomic called the insult. once this book is completed, I plan to publish a couple 
of the novels I have written over the last few years and a collection of movie 
reviews and essays. if you’re interested, you can find out more about all of this 
stuff at my website, potzrebie.com.

and then, I’ll get back to working on some new comics. it’s funny how many ideas 
you have when you’re working on something else. now that I see this book as it 
comes together, I’m glad I took the time to mark this occasion, if only to close 
one chapter before starting the next.

Thanks for picking up this book. I hope you enjoy it despite the sometimes 
unfortunate variations in scan quality, format, and other factors that made it a 
challenge to assemble. I tried to make it less of a challenge to read. I hope you 
enjoy it, and that you enjoy what comes in the next 25 years.

scott marshall
halifax, 2017
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introductionintroduction
by jason sacks

Back in the halcyon days before the Internet, when friends had to commit thoughts 
to paper rather than to 140 character tweets, I became friends with Scott Marshall. 
In fact, despite the fact we lived some 4000 miles from each other, for a time we 
were close friends -- or at least as close as an international friendship could 
be at that time. Scott lived in his odd little corner of Atlantic Canada while I lived 
in the equally odd city of Portland, and then moved to Seattle. What united us 
were several mutual passions that will become evident as you read this delightful 
book. We both loved music, especially new wave and British pop music. We both were 
head over heels in love with comics. And, most of all, we both seemed to be on 
endless quests to discover the coolest, most interesting and most pop culture 
items we possibly could find. It was amazing how often Scott won those little 
battles.

Scott and I were both members in an apa, a kind of pre-internet club in which 
members sent zines to each other every two months. Like most clubs of this 
type, members had almost complete freedom to pursue their own obsessions, 
delivering prose, comics, audio dramas, videos and whatever else intrigued us. We 
all were our own kinds of renaissance men and women, dabbling into anything 
that sparked our post-collegiate eye.

In retrospect our little club, called Apa Centauri because a 14-year-old found 
that pun amusing, was the perfect place to germinate the kind of restless creative 
eye that Scott shows in his comics. Whether sharing some of the earliest stories 
of this book with his fellow members, putting together his wonderful series 
of New Mutants fanfic, or sharing some of his favorite music from Canada and 
parts yonder, Scott always infused everything he worked on with a deep sense of 
passion mixed with intelligence and a neverending quest to find the next great 
thing.

And he always did that with such humor and charm! Needless to say, I was jealous 
of him, in that way that drove me to aspire higher as well.

As we all got older and our club broke up, we moved into our family and career-
building years. Scott and I lost contact except through the handful of comics he 
shared with me and his social media friends over the years. I was always astonished 
by the tremendous leaps Scott made in his craft. No matter how skilled he got, 
however, every piece of art made it clear Scott’s restless eye was present in 
everything he created. As you will soon see, Scott has many passions he explores 
in his multifaceted art projects and makes few compromises to the visions of 
others.

In many ways Scott is the same teenager with whom I was a cross-continental 
confidante several decades ago. He still has the same restless mind and the same 
boundless creativity. There’s talk in this book of plays and music and of course 
comics. 
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I see so much of my old friend in Scott’s new art. It’s clear from the evolution 
of themes he displays in this book shows those obsessions continue. At the same 
time, though, Scott’s art betrays a deeper confidence, a fascinating philosophical 
viewpoint that befits a man who both denies and celebrates the fact his 50th 
birthday will soon arrive.

Scott calls himself “Young and Dumb” in this book title. He certainly was young 
when he wrote and drew many of these comics, but none of this material is dumb. 
It’s insightful and entertaining and animated by a restless creative mind.  This 
book is a delightful reminder of how much I loved having Scott as a long-distance 
friend. I hope you enjoy it as much as I did.

…

Jason Sacks is the author of The American Comic Book Chronicles: the 1970s and 
the upcoming The American Comic Book Chronicles: the 1990s (both published 
by TwoMorrows) as well as several other books on comic book history. He is 
also lead editor on Jim Shooter: Conversations and the upcoming Steve Gerber: 
Conversations (both published by University Press of Mississippi). Jason is the 
former Publisher of Comics Bulletin. In real life he is a software project manager 
and dreams of being as creative as his old friend Scott.
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Covers to Dregs #1-4, 1994-1995
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Part 1:Part 1:
Someone Give Me Permission

When I started making comics in the early 90s, I felt very insecure about my 
abilities as an artist. I worried that waiting until the ripe old age of 20 to start 
drawing seriously meant it was “too late” for me to ever have a comics career. 
After moving to London, Ontario, I set up a corner of the apartment with a drawing 
table and got up early enough to draw comics for two hours every morning 
before I had to leave for my retail job. The tools were all analog then, and I 
wanted nothing more than to make comics that had the energy and wit of Harvey 
Kurtzman and the drafting skills of Gil Kane or Will Eisner. Nothing like setting 
the bar high, right?

Unfortunately I went at it a little too hard, giving myself both a repetitive 
stress injury and a hyperextended back – injuries that were frustrating and 
diminished my enthusiasm. On the bright side, once I started publishing my comics 
and distributing them locally and to a couple of places in Toronto, people were 
mostly kind and supportive, and that helped keep me going. The comic called “An 
Affirmation” tells the story of when I met the late Ben Wicks, who had been a 
cartooning institution in Canada for decades by then. He was in London signing 
copies of his latest book, so I went up to him and shyly confessed that I drew 
comics too. His eyes lit up and he said “it’s a joy, isn’t it?” I’m sure the interaction 
did not mean much to him, but I have never forgotten it, and I think that we 
should strive to feel joy when we create art (even if the subject matter isn’t 
particularly joyous) with the hope that we can transmit some of that joy to the 
reader.

Over the past decade or so, I have been invited to speak to young people, usually 
middle school kids or teens, about making comics. I try to give them as much 
practical advice as I can, but the first thing I always tell them is about how, when I 
started out, I felt like a fraud and I made a bunch of comics that essentially asked 
for someone, anyone, to accept that I was an artist and to give me permission 
to continue. I think that’s what Ben Wicks unwittingly did that morning in the 
Galleria. So before I tell them anything else, I tell my young audience that if 
they want to make comics, they have permission. I usually accompany it with some 
kind of hand gesture, as if I am Doctor Strange opening a gateway to another 
dimension – which, I suppose, I am.

If you are reading this and you also want to make comics but are feeling uncertain 
about it, I want you to listen very carefully: the world needs your comics. As a 
bona fide cartooning veteran, I hereby give you permission to make them, and I 
hope that you will not spend one moment hesitating or doubting yourself. Lots of 
people can make comics, but no one else can make your comics.
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I used to be really embarrassed by these early comics, and I have no illusions 
about the quality of the artwork, but looking back at them now I do smile at the 
jokes and how I was clearly attempting to figure things out on the page. 

 “Catharsis 1 and 2” (1992; first published in Dregs #1): I wrote my MA thesis on the 
narrative properties of comics between 1990 and 1992, a time when academia was 
not exactly enthusiastic about the artform. I used Alan Moore and Dave Gibbons’ 
Watchmen as a case study, and that 9-panel grid definitely influenced how I 
wrote and laid out my early comics like these.

 “Amputation” (1992; first published in Dregs #1): I’m not sure what made me decide 
early on that it would be best to just draw myself all the time, speaking directly 
to the reader and wearing a variety of humourous T-shirts, but I rode that train 
for a while. I also thought I was pretty clever with the punchlines.

 “Comics Interruptus” (1992; first published in Dregs #1): I love Westerns, and have 
always wanted to draw a longer Western comic. Someday...

 “Genius Is Pain” (1993; first published in Dregs #1): I have vague memories of drawing 
this more than once at the time. The title is from a song that the late Michael 
O’Donaghue wrote satirizing John Lennon.

 “The Idea” (1992; first published in Dregs #1): I was invited in the late 90s to create 
some large comics as part of an exhibit at a University of New Brunswick gallery. 
The artists were given large panels of foamcore, 4 by 8 feet. One of the pieces I 
did was a large landscape-oriented version of this comic.

 “Leading the Eye” (1993; first published in Dregs #2): I was a big fan of Scott 
McCloud’s “Understanding Comics” when it came out, and I probably hoped that if 
I made things interesting in terms of layout that it could offset my weaknesses 
as an artist.

“Pit Stops on the Road to Hell” (1993; first published in Dregs #2): just a series of 
silly jokes, really. RIP, Gene Siskel and Roger Ebert. 

“An Affirmation” (1995; first published in Dregs #5): I wrote about this comic in 
the introduction, but I didn’t mention that a few years after I drew the comic, I 
found out that Ben Wicks was going to be appearing again at a different mall in 
Saint John, NB, where I had moved in the mid-90s. I went to say hello again and 
gave him the original artwork. He passed away in 2000. 

 Part 1 Notes & Commentary
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Back cover from Dregs #5, 1997
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Part 2:
For better or for worse, autobiographical comics became very popular in the 
nineties, and I felt their influence like everyone else. I particularly admired the 
late Harvey Pekar’s ability to use his short stories to capture small moments and 
make observations that were sometimes funny, sometimes very serious, sometimes 
just cranky. It struck me as deeply unjust that he had to struggle to make a 
living while the mainstream superhero comics were pulling every trick they could 
think of to encourage speculators and would-be collectors.

Inspired by Pekar and others, I started writing and drawing short autobiographical 
stories, intending to fill one issue of my ongoing mini-comic and then move on to 
something else, but I never really stopped doing them. they aren’t all I do, but 
they are still a significant portion.

Part 2:
unauthorized autobiography
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I’ve always enjoyed writing (and performing) comedy, but sometimes you have to 
tackle the serious subjects too. or at least, sometimes I feel compelled to. there 
is probably some wisdom on using that impulse to double down on making people 
laugh. 

Part 3: Part 3: 

the tragic mask
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Part 4:
I have always loved music but for some reason I have also always felt compelled 
to find ways to discuss and depict music in comics. the very first comic I ever did, 
which you will never ever see because it was amazingly awful, was an adaptation 
of the song “stripped” by depeche mode. I also did a long comic for the amateur 
press association I was in that revolved around the tragically hip’s song “nautical 
disaster” (there is no point in reprinting it here, it was very specific to the apa). I 
have a number of comics I am thinking about drawing that are about the experience 
of going to concerts, and I hope to complete the first for the next issue of my 
ongoing anthology series.

Part 4:
drawing the down-beat

panel from The 5 Seconds: Battle of the Bandz
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“Rock On” (1995; first published in Dregs #6): another comic that is a quaint 
anachronism now. What even is selling out anymore?

“The Man Who Couldn’t Cry” (1996; first published in Parabola #2): this song by 
Loudon Wainwright III was recorded by Johnny Cash for one of his great American 
Recordings albums, and I liked it so much I decided to adapt it as a mini-comic. It 
is not, shall we say, the most genteel story.

“Aural Fixation” (1995; first published in Dregs #4): believe it or not, there was a 
time when some people thought it was rude to go around with headphones on all 
day. (I was not one of them.)

“Year of the Cad” (2016; first published in Flavour Country #1): for some reason 
I thought it was hilarious to have a joke comic in which the affable storytelling 
musician Al Stewart (best known for his album and song “Year of the Cat”) is a 
Keith Moon-style enfant terrible. Anyway. RIP, David Bowie.

“Stolen Car” (1999; first published as a mini-comic by the same name): this is 
another adaptation of a favourite song, this one by Rheostatics, who I have been a 
fan of for 20 years and have seen live something like 6 or 7 times, most recently 
at Massey Hall in 2016. This haunting song inspired some pretty dark artwork. The 
songwriter, Dave Bidini, was kind enough to drop me a postcard saying that the band 
enjoyed it. I wound up meeting Dave and chatting a few years later when he came 
to Saint John on a book tour.

“Practice Makes Perfect” (2012; first published in 5 Seconds Summer Fun Special): 
this was a comic I made as part of a larger project organized by my friend Jud 
Crandall, who appears in the comic as a member of the actual band Wooden Wives. 
Five Seconds of Decision was a multimedia project involving bands and art in 
various contexts, and my contribution was to make up a fictional band (The 5 
Seconds) and make a sort of Archie-style comic about their adventures. I think 
this was also the first time I used Clip Studio (then called Manga Studio) to make 
a comic entirely with digital tools.

 Part 4 Notes & Commentary

Cover from the Stolen Car mini-comic, 1999
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I have had my fair share of relationships, but I have never really been single 
for any significant amount of time in my adult life. Perhaps that is why I’ve 
always been kind of fascinated by relationships, how they start and how they end. 
I started writing and drawing a series of short comics around this theme called 
“Doomed Love” in my early thirties, and they were published for a brief period in a 
weekly arts newspaper called [here]. In retrospect, I feel like some of them have 
the air of pornography written by a virgin, but that could be sort of interesting 
too, right?

Some years later, in the early period of my relationship with my wife Nicole, I 
thought about creating a new webcomic, again about relationships. I had an idea 
called “Time Wounds All Heels,” named after the Nick Lowe song, that had kicked 
around in my mind since the early 90s. I had tried writing it as a novel and a play 
and abandoned it several times. I had vague ideas about writing a romantic comedy 
from the male perspective, making the male characters more three-dimensional 
and emotional than they tend to be in rom-coms.

My wife agreed to collaborate on the webcomic with me as a colourist and co-
writer, though I wound up doing most of the writing since she was busy getting 
a PhD. The comic did OK in terms of readership, and I was reasonably happy with 
the scripts, but the grind of trying to finish the artwork on schedule got to me 
after a while. I grew dissatisfied with the fluctuating quality of the art and the 
direction that the scripts were going. As much as I liked the male characters, I 
was no longer as interested in a younger man’s experience of being single, and I 
started to feel that the premise of the comic itself was a mistake - that it would 
have been more interesting to focus on the female characters from the beginning. 

I started to do that, but the damage was done - I had lost enthusiasm for the 
comic, and abandoned it after a few dozen episodes. Perhaps I will revisit it one 
day - there are a few characters in particular that still tap me on the shoulder 
from time to time.

Part 5:Part 5:
relationships and other 

doomed things
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pretty much every time I table at a comics convention, some fellow will always 
lean in confidentially, as if he has figured out a mystery, and ask: “you don’t make 
a living at this, do you?” And I always smile indulgently and reply “no, not many 
people do.”

it’s a fact that used to bother me - and if I start to think about the way that 
comic artists have been treated by publishers over the years, it bothers me still. 
but it doesn’t really bother me on my own behalf. if you have read this far, you 
must realize by now that my work has never had much in the way of commercial 
potential. 

but, that doesn’t mean that I only read or care about independent, “alternative”, 
or literary comics. I read all kinds of comics, and some of them happen to 
be commercially successful, or collectible, and some are not. people assume 
sometimes that if you draw comics, it must be your dream to draw superman, or 
the X-men, or whatever famous property they have heard of. I suppose a lot of 
us who make comics might start there, especially if we start learning to draw as 
children. 

one thing I like about characters like batman, who have been around for decades, 
is that the best of them are flexible enough to handle nearly anything. in the span 
of my own lifetime I have seen batman as a goofball on television, as a master 
detective, as a grim and gritty avenger, a retro cartoon hero, and half a dozen 
different modern film treatments. there are many visions of the character, and 
many different favourites for people to have. I think that’s a good thing - a great 
thing, in fact, and just as I resent the industry trying to suck people into buying 
more of the same old comics with tricks and trinkets, I resent “fans” who try 
to behave as if their favourite version of a character, or their chosen slice of 
“canon”, is the only one that matters. 

I don’t say this to be self-serving. it’s more of a wish, from someone who has 
spent a long time making his own comics on his own terms, that those who read 
and profess to love comics will one day let go of the trivial, the packaging and 
hype, and make good storytelling the only true measure of importance.

Part 6:Part 6:
what did batman ever

do to you?
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first and foremost, thanks to you for taking time  
in your life to read this. I hope you enjoyed it.

huge thanks also to:

my wife, dr. nicole slipp, and my son jack, both of whom inspire me every day.

my parents, greg and evie; and my sister erin and her family.

the people who collaborated on some of these comics: nicole slipp, mark dykeman, 
kent thompson, and kari smith. thanks also to the many friends who have read and 
given feedback on them over the years, from the members of APA centauri to my 
facebook friends list. thanks again to jason sacks as well for his introduction.

the comic shops that have shown me a great deal of support for the last two 
decades, especially calum johnston and his excellent staff at strange adventures; 
also steve and chris at heroes beacon, jeff at the comic hunter, and the staffs of 
the beguiling and the silver snail in toronto.

the fellow cartoonists who I have had the pleasure of meeting and laughing with 
at conventions and online. I won’t even try to name them all, but I appreciate 
them all. thanks as well to the convention organizers who have been kind enough 
to invite me to their shows for the last 20 years.

the zines, blogs, and assorted media who have reviewed and encouraged my efforts.

the people I have admired over the years who make comics; it would take another 
book to name them all, so I will single out just a few who have been particularly 
important to me:

will eisner, for encouraging words in the early days and for his amazing work.

the harveys - kurtzman and pekar - who made me want to be a cartoonist.

los bros hernandez, who made me want to stick with it.

jack kirby - king of us all.

thanks!thanks!
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